AUTOMATIC DEPLOYMENT
Engineered as part of Rosenbauer’s Clean Cab concept truck, the RDL mast can be auto deployed by a switch in the Officer’s dash panel. Travel height for auto deploy feature is up to 8’.

SAFETY INTEGRATION
What about highline wires? The RDL has integrated sensors which detect power-lines or other obstructions. The RDL stops after initial deployment until a firefighter manually raises the mast past 8’.

360° ILLUMINATION
Four 120v LED Whelen Pioneer Plus quad-panel lightheads point in opposing directions to direct light to light the entire scene. Die-cast aluminum powder coated housing. 100% solid-state electronics.

90° POSTIONABLE LIGHTHEADS
Each quad-panel lighthead is capable of manoeuvring up to 90° to join up to two additional lights forming a three lighthead array allowing one lighthead to still allow light 180° behind the scene for safe operations.